
Fast-track Your Path To Success With A Career In Medical Billing And Coding

The Ultimate Medical Academy offers a rewarding professional education in the
in-demand medical billing and coding field, so you can chart your path to a fulfilling and
stable career at the salary you deserve.

What Is Medical Billing And Coding?

Medical billing and coding systems provide a way to classify diseases, injuries, and
causes of death, using CPT and HCPCS coding systems.

What Are CPT And HCPCS Coding Systems? These two coding systems classify
diseases, injuries, and causes of death, using medical billing and coding methods.

Why Medical Billing And Coding Plays An Vital Role in Health Care:

Medical billing and coding practices improve healthcare diagnosis procedures and
provide services and medical equipment, using universal codes consisting of numbers
and letters.

Employees specializing in medical billing and coding translate medical treatments,
diagnoses, and other procedures into coding systems. These coding systems include
ICD-10, which stands for the “International Classification of Diseases.”

The Bottom Line: Medical billing and coding practices ensure that healthcare providers
get paid for their services.

Learn How To Succeed In A Thriving Profession: Earn your Medical Billing and
Coding Diploma in just 11 months or a degree in 18 months.

UMA By The Numbers:

● 90% of employers who’ve hired our UMA graduates in the past say they would
do it again.

● 93% of our students recommend UMA to their family and friends.

(pull quote) -“UMA has consistently introduced strong candidates to our organization
and truly cares for their students and graduates. They provide qualified applicants.”
-Employer – Danielle Oliva, Network Synergy

http://www.differencebetween.net/science/health/difference-between-hcpcs-and-cpt/#:~:text=CPT%20is%20a%20code%20set,coding%20when%20healthcare%20is%20delivered.


Here’s A Preview Of Courses You Can Expect To Take At UMA:
Our online Medical Billing and Coding Associate Degree program provides students
access to industry knowledge through both field-specific courses and hands-on training:

1) Medical Administrative Assistant Diploma Programs:
● Introduction to Healthcare Communication
● Medical Law, Ethics, and Records Management
● Medical Transcription
● Diagnostic Coding for MAA/MOBS 4.0 credits
● Procedural Coding for MAA/MOBS

2) Medical Administrative Assistant Associate Degree Programs:
● Diagnostic Coding for MAA/MOBS
● Healthcare Reimbursement and Claim Cycle
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
● Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathophysiology I
● Interpersonal Professional Communications
● Patient Relations

> Ready to take the next step? Review our complete list of degree and
diploma programs

How To Apply For A Medical Billing and Coding Diploma or Degree At UMA:
Complete Our Form Below, and we’ll email you everything you need to get started at
UMA, including:

● Financial aid support
● Selecting the right program
● Connecting with other students

We’ll also give you a follow-up call to ensure we’ve answered all your questions.

Personalization Is UMA’s Secret Weapon:
As a UMA student, you’ll get the attention you deserve throughout your training, up until
you graduate, including:

● One-on-one Academic Support
● Certification Preparation2
● 24/7 Technical Support
● Job Interview Coaching

https://www.ultimatemedical.edu/program/medical-billing-and-coding/
https://www.ultimatemedical.edu/program/medical-billing-and-coding/


● Job Search Assistance
● Plus: Laptops for those who qualify

What Our Students And Employers Have to Say About UMA:
(pull quote)

-“UMA has consistently introduced solid candidates to our organization and truly cares
for their students and graduates. They provide qualified applicants.” -Employer,
Danielle Oliva, Network Synergy.

-“I would recommend UMA to the whole world! “-Miguel R., UMA Graduate.

-”I actually researched nine different schools and found that UMA was the right fit for
me.”- UMA Graduate Thomas S.

-I’m doing better than I ever thought I would be. I knew I could do it. It was just a matter
of having the support system that UMA has, and that was just great. Career Services
got me three interviews with the same company, and the managers were pretty much
fighting over who would get to keep me. The whole experience was excellent.” -
-Stephanie F - UMA Graduate

Do You Have Further Questions? We Have Answers. Complete our form to learn
more about UMA’s medical billing and coding programs:
(insert form here again or refer to it above)


